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"Such a long time to be gone...
...Such a short time to be there"
Think God! Think Snow! Think Rome and Paris and London and Munich! Think US! When all is said and done, the Rome Center is OUR sharing of experience: our fears of living so far away from home; our clumsy attempts to master a new language; our excitement at seeing St. Peter's and the Louvre and the Tower and the Hofbrau House; our joy skiing in the Alps. The Rome Center is taking the 990 bus with its detour through Arizona, waiting in lines that do not really exist, drinking cappuccino in a sunny piazza, gazing at fountains, visiting churches. The Rome Center is a caring faculty being there on Monday mornings even when some students were not, dedicated administrators solving problems and giving advice, lively students laughing from classroom to train station. For me the Rome Center is people, sharing studying, partying, traveling, growing, thinking. Our thoughts of Munich and London and Paris and Rome, thinking of snow, and ultimately, I hope, thinking of God.

Fr. Frank Nash

Life at the Rome Center was pure fun. There was something new to do or see every moment. After I got over my initial shyness, I met some really terrific people and with them I shared some of the best times of my life.

First, we became acquainted with the city of Rome - by getting lost in it, again and again. The first sentence that we learned to speak in Italian class was "Where is the stop for bus 913?" The big orange "autobus," number 913, would take us back to our campus. If we could find that, we were okay. It was on our eternal searches for bus stops that we stumbled upon some of the treasures of the city.

We found "Giolitti's," the best ice cream place in Italy, a majestic concrete staircase known as the Spanish Steps, and quite a few incredibly gorgeous old churches. In Rome, there is something to see around every corner. After classes on weekdays, we explored the city. We visited the pantheon, attended a papal audience, and gorged ourselves on pizza and pastries sold in the streets of Rome.

On weekends we packed our backpacks and hopped on trains, heading for wherever we happened to feel like going. We checked out the ruins of Pompei, shopped at the outdoor markets of Florence, and climbed the leaning tower of Pisa! We were even lucky enough to be in Munich for Oktoberfest. Those Germans sure know how to throw a party! We rode gondolas through the waters of Venice, and moped through the mountains on Amalfi Drive. We soaked in the sun on the island of Capri and skied the Alps in Cervinia on the border of Switzerland.

Although it may sound like we had no serious responsibilities, we did have school work to do. And so we learned Father Arimond's lesson - when to work and when to play.

Mary Eileen Kopecky
Dear Students,

Back in September, at the Mass of the Holy Spirit, I mentioned that I thought many of you had come here to Rome searching for something searching for direction, searching for fulfillment, searching for happiness, searching for your corner of the sky! Part of my homily that day was based on lyrics sung by Charlemagne’s son in the Broadway show “Pippin”. That song ends with:

“So many men seem destined to settle for something small,
But I won’t rest until I know I have it all.
So don’t ask where I’m going, just listen when I’ve gone,
And far away you’ll hear me singing softly to the dawn.

Rivers belong where they can ramble,
Eagles belong where they can fly.
I’ve got to be where my spirit can run free.
Gotta find my corner of the sky!”

I think something in these thoughtful lyrics must resonate with what you have felt and thought during your time in Rome in our small community known as LURC. Far away from family and friends, you entered into a situation where your endurance was truly tested. You tested your courage to face and integrate yourselves into a foreign culture. You tested your stamina to put up with the constant frustrations of living with fewer of the amenities of life than you have been used too. You tested your judgment when faced with the constant tension pulling and pushing you between serious academic study and the urge to visit Istanbul, Budapest, and Prague all on the same long weekend! In looking back on your time at the Rome Center, you may feel you didn’t score an “A” on all of these tests. But, in the long run, it’s not the grade that counts so much as the mere fact that you made the free decision to test yourselves in these ways. In doing so, you have been fulfilling what I believe to be the real goal of education - an emphasis not so much on what to learn but rather on how to learn, and not on what you should be committed to but rather on the value of commitment! If you learned this much during your time in Rome, then your experience abroad should have been a valuable one no matter how many Florentine sweaters or Benetton shirts you purchased!

As you leave the Rome Center and return to your familiar surroundings, remember: (1) to give your warmest thanks and love to your parents who let you come to Rome in the first place; (2) to never lose your zest for life nor your quest to travel - the ultimate tests of your desire and ability to understand the diversity of the great peoples who make up this world; and (3) to look upon your time at LURC not as “the dream of a lifetime” but more as beginning of your initiation into the world community. You will return and I will bet on that! And, when you do, remember where it all began - here at the Rome Center, a home that will always welcome you with open arms. Arrivederci e, in futuro, benvenuto!!

James C.L. Arimond, S.J.
Director & Academic Dean
ROME?

"Remember that Man's life lies all within this present, as't were but a hairs-breadth of time; as for the rest, the past is gone, the future yet unseen. Short, therefore, man's life and narrow is the corner of the earth wherein he dwells."

-Marcus Aurelius-

Bill Trenn
"Damn, I forgot my suitcase."

“Look, mom, no terrorists!”

Jenny Moore
"This beats the hell out of Cleveland!"
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Ana Balboa and Maria Korman
Loyola All-Star Wrestling

Tina D’Amico and Mary Kopecky
Cheek to cheek

Dana Della Rocca and Suzan Altan
"Keep smiling and we might make the yearbook."

Lori Campbell and Felicitas Camacho
"Sure, I've cut hair before!"
Donna Saballus
*Keep smiling!*

Christian Lo Piano and Anthony Esposito
*News from home*

Amazing Grace

Connie Girard and Daniel McAnally
*"Ozzie and Harriet"*

Matt Connelly and Joey Milito
*"Take the picture and get out."*
We met at the dinner dance. A little tense and confused having just arrived in Roma, we weren’t sure what to expect. We were surrounded by faces whose names we couldn’t remember. The atmosphere at the dinner dance was so silly, we had to laugh. That made us relax, we lost our inhibitions. We came together through the common bond of corny American music and close dances with people we barely knew. The dinner dance loosened us up, we got to know those who were to become our Roman family.
“Hi, my name is Heidi Meyers and my hobbies are ...”

Liz Tinsman and Fr. Nash
“That’s okay, I don’t have my collar on.”

Angela Vucic and Kristina Bauer

Felicitas Camacho and Greg Plate
*Best dressed and Greg*

Ruth Westley and Dave Lynch
“Cut it out, Ruth.”

“I’ve got the room tonight, Matt.”
Mary Clarizio and Zach Williams

Terese Bronson and Brien Garnand
"I've been here a while, let me show you the ropes."

Eric and Kevin Masi
"Kevin, my chin, my chin!"

Marie O'Brien, Maryanne Mikos, and Mary Campe
"The 3M Company"

Conrad Radcliffe and Mike Todd
"Almost not accepted"

Mandy Wall and Patty Reynolds
"Shouldn't we be dancing with guys Patty?"
Brian Garvey, Theresa Harney, Patty Reynolds, Karen Manske, Greg Allen and Sally Scherber
"The Brady Bunch"

Mary Bricken and Susan Frawley

"The fingers?" "It's an inside joke."

"Smiles everyone, smiles!"

Kelli and Mary Grace... or is it Grace Kelli and Mary or...
YOU’VE HEARD ABOUT IT! YOU’VE DREAMED ABOUT IT! YOU’VE DONE IT BEFORE IN FRATS, BACKYARDS, BASEMENTS, EVEN WISCONSIN!
BUT NEVER IN ROME
WINE, WOMEN, & SONG...
BASHIN’, MASHIN’, & DASHIN’

TOGA...
THE TRADITION Lives on!

3 a.m. and still standing!!
Michel McCarthy and Giuseppe D'Agostino
"If Giuseppe's got it, all the girls have got it."

Angela Cappai and the Chippendales

Bill "Caligula" Bunker and vestal virgins

Mike Grace, Tim Sassen, and Mike Pellini
"Just don't ask."

Bunny Miller and Greg Southern
"You're really Stevie Wonder?"

Rene Susak and Kurt Pagnini
Sharing a toga
Ellen Rooney, Sharon Conway and Bunny Miller
"Behind door number 19 we have..."

Janette Mungai and Rich Bruni
The unquenchable thirst

"Who's the guy on the left?"

Cathy and Lori Clark
Dressed to kill
Giuseppe D'Agostino - Comfortably Numb.

Brian Jackson and Pete Rodriguez “Yucking it up!”

Penthouse party

The human Q-tip

A Chorus Line
Think we can all fit in one taxi?

John King, Lex Calfo, Rene Susak, Bridget Shields
Beer and our passports - we're traveling light

Saturday night - feeling alright

Fred Duffy, Jim Johnson, Brad Tribble, Lex Calfo, Brian Jackson, and Marty Sinnott
3rd floor guidos

John Larkin, Theresa Rattenbury, Sean Martin
I'm not going to Russia with this guy

Joey's Army
I dropped my Italian class
oh, about three weeks ago
because I thought
that in December
I thought that
I'd be going home
but I've decided
I've decided
to keep my ass
right here in Rome

I got them, I got them,
I got them 2.0 blues
I got them, I got them,
I got them 2.0 blues

Well, I went
to talk to Father Arimond
and he said "Boy,
you're a fool
and you've got
to get a 2.
if you want to stay here
in my school"

Chorus (once)

Well, I called
Mom and Dad
I called them collect
on the phone
and I said "Hey
How's it goin'
ya know for Christmas
I won't be home"
Well they said "Hey
that's O.K.
but son, how ya doin'
In school?"
I said "I'm sorry
I'm sorry
I got them 2.0 blues"

Amy Hubble and Cyndi Cervini
"Grades? We're in Europe!"

Erin Flanagan
"I've got my 2.0... Catch ya later!"
ART AT LOYOLA

Work by Cesareo Moreno

Megan Murphy
Just a little bit more and I’ve got the nose

Mary Schuld, Sean Martin, Tom Grace, Fr. Vogel
“Simply beautiful piece of work”

Roll over Beethoven

Giacomo Young
Shave a little more pasta butt off Giacomo
Work by Connie Girard

Mary Kate Givvin

Rebecca Glick & Amy Weiskopf

Pianist Leon Bates

Bob Planek by Brien Garnand
LITURGIES

Although we came from very different backgrounds, our Rome experience brought us together to form a community. At LURC we partied together, we studied together, we ate pasta together, but in spite of our travelling from one European city to another we ultimately came together at the liturgy - where our sense of community really became apparent. Fr. Nash's poignant homilies, the wonderful music, and the presence of fellow students, professors, staff and friends made us realize just how much of a community we really were - united through a religious tradition which is so much a part of Loyola.

L. Santos

"You pray in your distress and in your need; would that you might also pray in the fullness of your joy and in your days of abundance."

K. Gibran
Preface for Winter

We give you thanks, O Lord, for times and seasons and now for winter nights when stars shine coldly bright and dust is turned to diamond underfoot. For winter days when trees are stronger than icy death and hold in blackened limbs the promise of the resurrection. For opposites be praised: for heat and cold, for stillness and the snow that sculptures every house and tree, and falls like some great absolution to heal the wounded earth.

We thank you more for him whose birth we celebrate in winter so men may know, may wildly know, that love is stronger than the coldest flesh and mercy blankets all the land more surely than the snow. We give you thanks for him who makes more than children joyful and does not cheat our laughter in the end.

-Joseph Thomas Nolan-
THE SPORTS EVENT OF THE YEAR — THE TURKEY BOWL

"Look out Villa Borghese, here we come!"

"Who needs tickets?"

"Trust me, I know the owner."

Brian Jackson Steppin' out!
Rich Bruni and Mary Schuld

It's a spectator's sport!

The rape of Monica Bolling

Bob Planck and Thom Bond
Publicity photo

Turkeybowlers!

Everyone's a winner!!
THANKSGIVING

DINNER

Sue Samyn, Walter Liptak, Mimi Collins, Chris Butler

Randy Birnberg and Maria Martinez de Velasco

Tamara Delaney

Sharon Conway and Toni Sasaki

Steve Dunphy, William Trenn, Les Santos, Chris Cothard

Michael Todd
Fr. Paul Robicheaux
"And here we have a moral problem."

Dr. Gloriana Palesa, Dr. Maria Palladino, and Dr. Bruna Capitini

Dr. Donald Poduska and Dr. David Alvarez

Dr. Harold Welsch

Dr. Gemma Welsch
Mr. John Moore  
*Art in Rome*

Dr. James Blachowicz  
*Philosophy*

Fr. Robert Burke, S.J.  
*English Literature*

Mr. David Keberle  
*Music*

Dr. Timothy O'Keefe'  
*History*
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Nicolay
Psychology

Ms. Amy Weiskopf
Fine Arts

Dr. Mike Cornett
Communication

Dr. Mary Schaldenbrand
Philosophy

Mr. John Kelleher
Economics

Dr. John Nicholson
Art History
WHATS AN R.A. TO DO?

So we wondered, as all you angels arrived determined to turn our little corner of heaven into hell - or so we feared. Two of us had been students here in the old days, and we could just see it coming - late nights, loud music, and lots of vino. We envisioned trips to the hospital (God forbid) and trips to foreign places (God willing). We figured we'd have our ups and downs, and all we could hope for in the end was to have the friendship of some and, hopefully, the respect of many.

We had no idea how well our four years of college had prepared us for the arduous tasks ahead. Just for starters: 217 unlocked doors, 942 turned-down radios, 83 males and 92 females shagged, 42 unofficial parties broken up (one let go), 13 injuries cared for, 8 trips to the hospital, 1,286 questions answered (and yes, we have all graduated and no, we don't have to take classes.) 45 books read among us, and countless checkmarks made! And you asked was this work? Did we really keep track of these statistics? What do you think?

Kidding aside, we did take our job (no snickers) seriously. Sure we liked to have a beer and party now and then, but we also had an obligation to protect the rights and privileges of that silent minority whose priorities might have been a little different from those of the masses. Being human, sometimes we might have failed in this regard, and for this please accept our apologies. In the final analysis, we hope we rated more pluses than minuses and managed to extend a helping hand whenever needed.

We would like to thank Fr. Arimond and Mr. Felice for giving us this opportunity to learn and the room to grow with all of you. And many thanks to Mrs. Barbara Angoletti for being not just the nurse, but such a wonderful mom to us and so many others. And finally, a special thank you to our ever present sounding board, travel agent, and most importantly our friend - Fr. Nash - who was there so many times when we needed a little help ourselves. MILLE GRAZIE PADRE!

We were often asked by many a student, "What do you guys do here?" If we haven't answered that query here, hopefully, we answered it with our actions. Ciao Folks and remember, one taste of Roma is never enough.

Ci Vediamo,
Thom, Missy & Ken
PORTERS

Domenico Barone

Mario Catini

Franco Tedesco

Aldo Schiavoni
Antonella Valente

Salvatore Pisu
Il cuoco

Frank, Jim and Mike
"How about this new salad bar?"

Anna Quadrana
“I'm not going to clean the 4th floor.”
Paige Stein and Lynelle Madden

Susan Jacobs and Mary Lenihan

Pretravel enthusiasm

Bill Roth
Scottish Toga? C'mon Bill!

Bill Bunker and Bachelor Bob
Maryanne Mikos and Mary Pat Campe
Studying hard

Hey Maria......

"Watch the ears, Chippy"

Mark Connelly, Mary Clarizio, Bob Planek
Nice smiles, folks

Window woman

Kooj and The Rat
STUDING AT LOYOLA... 
WELL, WE TRY

Ron Lettiere
*Michael who? Sixteen Chapels?*

Sue Bennett
*One line at a time*

Kathy von Massenhausen
*Telling it like it is*

Pat Long
*A.K.A. Plong*

Kelli Taylor
*The whole semester...*

Lisa Barry
*In one night!*

A little light reading for tonight?
If we learned anything here in Rome, it’s that there is always something more fun to do than homework. Every time we try to accomplish something, the effort is inevitably interrupted. It doesn’t take much to convince a weak and thirsty individual to slide the book under the bed and go to Giovanni’s. When it’s necessary and only when it’s necessary, will we roll out of bed, throw on sweats, and drag ourselves to the study room to cram for a few hours... power studying! Even then, it always seems time for a study break; and besides, cappuccinos are the only way to stay awake. Bringing our books with us on the weekends seems appropriate, but there is never enough time to study and train rides are meant for socializing, eating, and sleeping. Everything always works out though... tests come and go... we live and learn... we learn in classrooms, in libraries, in Piazza Loyola, at on-site classes even at “Giovanni’s,” in Interlaken, and Budapest, and Paris and...
EXERCISE

"We survived aerobics in hell!"

Rent this space

EXERCISE

"We survived aerobics in hell!"

Rent this space

EXERCISE

"We survived aerobics in hell!"

Rent this space
LOYOLA
DO’S AND DON’TS

Giovanni asks Maria courteously in her native language to do his laundry.
Giovanni makes sure his female companion is walked back to her room before parietals.
Giovanni participates in all liturgical celebrations.
Giovanni offers his bus seat to an elderly woman.
Giovanni exchanges his linen promptly at 9:00 every Monday.
Giovanni wakes up for all of Fr. Vogel’s tours.
Giovanni is sensitive to the needs of his roommate.
Giovanni respects the sanctity of the churches.
Giovanni is always prompt in returning glasses to the bar.
Giovanni has pictures of his girlfriend on his wall.
Giovanni has a cappuccino every morning at Rinaldo’s.
Giovanni exercises daily.
Giovanni organizes trips to the Louvre in Paris.
Giovanni takes all the mail to the Vatican.
Giovanni goes back to America with new friends and experiences of a culture he never knew.

Giuseppe barks “Hey lady, I want it Wednesday.”
Giuseppe stuffs three girls in his closet when the RAs come by.
Giuseppe participates in all of Vincenzo’s celebrations.
Giuseppe offers a swift elbow to the rib to anyone on the bus.
Giuseppe exchanges his linen promptly each first day of a new semester.
Giuseppe wakes up for lunch.
Giuseppe cranks Zeppelin at 3:00 a.m.
Giuseppe pops wheelies with a moped on the steps of St. Peter’s.
Giuseppe has three dozen mugs in his room.
Giuseppe also has pictures of Giovanni’s girlfriend on his wall.
Giuseppe organizes boycotts of Rinaldo.
Giuseppe exercises nightly.
Giuseppe organizes trips to the Bulldog in Amsterdam.
Giuseppe reads all the Vatican mail.
Giuseppe goes back to America with Luigi’s blankets.

-Name and address withheld-
A CAST OF CHARACTERS

I want it back Tuesday, Sue!

Thom Bond
AKA Grizzly Adams

Sue Bennett

Dave Orcutt
Hungover traveler's blues

Burt and his dream date

“'All the world's a stage, and all the men and women merely players’”

Shakespeare

Mellow out Barry, Genelle will call!

Dr. Graham
Sally Crelia and Rebecca Glick

Jenny Moore
*Rinaldo's anyone?*

Sean Martin, Cesareo Moreno and Julio Arriaga
*Three Stooges*

Renee Calabrese and Carla Burnett
*Don't look Rocky*

Paul Koojoolian
*I've been kicked out of better places*

Bob Sheridan
*"Pride in our past... hope in our future!"

Chris Butler
*Don't mess with me*
Greg Allen
"Ya, I'm still waitin'"

"Buses don't run in the snow?"
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ROMAN LIFE</td>
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</tr>
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<td>NIGHT LIFE</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"Nothing has such power to broaden the mind as the ability to investigate systematically and truly all that comes under observation in life."

Marcus Aurelius
Roma...
She welcomed us with uncertainty -
Her grand eyes of colors grey and flowing
Like the Tevere that embraces her movement
Like the Forum that remembers her past
Like the people who will ignite her progress...
Roma...
She became our very mother
She nursed us through the hours of longing
With the late night walks in the most crowded piazza
With the trains that brought us all the new lands
With the language and the people and the culture
Roma...
She is a part of the our world
That will forever recall
That deepest cry in the night
of longingness
And of adventure.

Christina Mattei
“While stands the Colosseum, Rome shall stand; When falls the Colosseum, Rome shall fall; and when Rome falls - the world.”

Lord Byron
Danielle Janecek
*I'll pose but I won't drink*

Bernini fountain - Piazza Navona

Ann Schleicher and Mary Kate Givven
*Alms for the poor?*

A major faux pas, when dining in Rome

Ya, that's the one that got me.
Steve Dunphy
Don't worry mom, she's Catholic

Bunny Miller, Mike Elam, Shireen Ferrigno, and Joanne Del Frate
Tourists in Rome

Piazza San Pietro

Bobbie Taylor, Lisa Saliba, Pauline Zolp

Piazza di Spagna
Rome, Italy. Well now there's a couple of words that conjure up all kinds of thoughts, memories, and questions. The first question came as I boarded the plane; "What the hell am I doing?", a question that even to this day I'm not sure I can answer. I remember thinking that there must be something wrong with my mind. I'm going to a country where half the population is a foot shorter than I am. Hard to keep a low profile. To a country where they speak a different language than I do, one that is not even close to my native tongue (which, by the way, I still often have trouble with). A country where you can be severely beaten while riding the public transportation, not by young punks like back home, but by nuns whose battle cry is "PERMESSO!". A country that does not even have a Burger King, or worse yet no rootbeer, NO ROOTBEER! It looked to be a long, long year.

It's amazing how thoughts can change. I never would have thought that I would ride 14 hours on a train for a Brot and a beer, but Oktoberfest was calling my name. Moped's down the Amalfi coast, not quite Hells Angels, but they've never seen this coast. Trying to convince an old German woman that the U.S. was not going to blow up the world. I'm not sure I did, but when we parted she gave me a flower and wished me well. Setting out mass books in a church in Heidelberg after the pastor woke me up; a small price to pay for a good night's sleep. Speaking of church, midnight mass at St. Peter's... what more need be said? A train pulled out of the station as I sat and watched, no big deal right, trains leave all the time... but this was my train! The ski trip that almost never was. Whatta you mean too much snow?

Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Belgium, Spain, Great Britain, Ireland, so many memories from so many places. Of course there is Italy, every time I wrote my return address it was hard to believe that I actually lived here. The sights I've seen, the things I've learned, the people I've met, the radios I've turned down, the friendships I've started.

Memories, good memories. So I wasn't that tall. So that language wasn't that different. The nuns elbows weren't all that pointy. Burger King, you can have it, I'm a pasta-holic now. The long, long year has become a very short time and reality is knocking on the door. Our thoughts may differ, the memories we'll share, my question is; When can I come back?

Thom Bond
UN GIORNO NELLA VITA

The Stroll

The Street

The Bus

The Boys

The Box

The Bucks
Cesareo Moreno
"Not that I loved Caesar less, but that I loved Rome more"

Shakespeare

Amy Hubbell
"WE"

Mark Connelly
"WEAR OUR"

Beth Comstock
"SUNGLASSES"

Aerograms
All night bakery
Amsterdam
American Express
Art Museums
Baths of Baden Beden
Beer Halls of Munich
Concerts
Current events
Diet Coke
Eastern block countries
Exchange rates
Fixin' Eurlals
Free bus rides
Giolitti's
Giovanni's
Hackin'
Ham'eg' n cheeze
He-robies
Hoops
Leather jackets
Merits
Open Markets
Pasquino
Pinchin' mugs
Quoting Let's Go
Ray Bans
Spanish Steps
Swatches
Swiss Chocolate
Talking Heads
The Bears
Trivial Pursuit
Vincenzo's
Vino da Tavola
Sheri Stonier

Cesareo Moreno
"Dude, the puddle was this deep!"

THE PAPAL AUDIENCE

Monica Bolling, Cathy Clark, Christine Conklin, Lori Clark, and Tina Maiorano
The latest in fashion rainwear.

Bob Planek and Dave Orcutt
Live from St. Pete's

Erin Kinney, Gina Columbo, Linda Schaefer
"Come hell or high water - we'll see the Pope!"
Sean Martin and Joey Milito
"Is this real leather?"

Tammy Delaney
"I touched the Pope!"

Mike Patinelli
"It never rains in California"

Maurice Perry
"Ya, I got this coat in Florence."

Nadine Kulma and Felicitas Camacho
A BLESSING FROM
JOHN PAUL II

Full in the panting heat of Rome
Beneath the Apostle's crowning dome
From pilgrim's lips that kiss the ground,
Breathes in all tongues one only sound:
God bless our Pope, the great, the good.

Cardinal Wiseman

Ruth Barton, Cathy Clark, Lori Clark, Cara Coyne, and Claire Crossman

Zach Williams

Greg Plate, Christopher Brown, Anne Marie Moe, and Rich Miranda
Andy McGillicudy and Jeanne Poduska
Mr. Best Dressed and the Professor

Suzanne Brown, Helene Darlak, John Campos, and Nanette Domenici
Three cuties on Campos

Steve Bruny and Randy Birnberg
"Where do you put all that pasta?"

Sheila Goggin and Diana Mackevicius
If looks could kill

Beth Passarello and Lisa Brewer
The Style Council

Julie Lefevre

Tracey Kimmey
"PRONTO!"
"Wake up Frank, they're taking our picture."

"We're Jammin'"

"Wake up Frank, they're taking our picture."

Karen Ranck, Dana Loeb, Debbie Franch

John Cusick with a tasty morsel!
Zach Williams, Mike Jortberg, Ken Kay, and Chris McDonald.
"Ya Right!"

Mischevious Sheila Goggin

Mike Manning
Is that you behind those foster grants?

Maura Daly, Bobbi Taylor, Tony Silvestri
"Dolce Anyone?"

Michael Grace and Bill Bunker
"Boy, this place has gone to hell!"
The mystery of Rome continues...

Piero Buscaroli

Dr. and Mrs. O'Keefe, Eileen Garvey, and Fr. Vogel
"Anyone seen our tour bus?"

You guessed it, that's Mark Medrano

Mike Pellini
"Meg, buy me a coke."

"And this scaffolding dates back to ..."

Sofia Karageorgis and Rebecca Tyke on top of the world
SALUTE! CHIN-CHIN!
CHEERS! PROST!

Vincenzo, they say it's your birthday

Mike Stephen and Erin Kinney
On your mark, get set, CHUG!

"Who's turning 21 tonight?"

More Guiness at Fiddler's

Giovanni's, the Elbow, the steps,
Piazza Navona, Miscellania, Vincenzo's,
Druid's Den, Dog & Duck, Giolitis,
Ambasciata ...
SNOW? IN ROME?

Dawn Bowman
_Dressed for snow_

A private audience!

Elisabeth McGreevy
_Dressed for Texas_

Loyola students counter attack the "ugly American" image
LOYOLA TRIVIA

Who's older, Tom or Mike Grace?
What is Rocky’s real name?
How many sections in a moon rock?
When is Vincenzo’s birthday?
How many dollars worth of Febo treats did Chris Silva eat on New Year’s Eve?
Who rode mopeds through St. Peter’s Square?
How much is a piece of toast at Rinaldo’s?
What was the exchange rate on August 26?
Who should you not ride a moped with?
What was the score of the superbowl?
Who passed out in the bushes at the first dinner dance?
What is the natural colour of Teresa’s hair?
Where does Christina Mattel’s boyfriend live?
Who smokes more? Fr. Nash, Fr. Arimond, or Dave Lynch?
How many Bulldogs are there in Amsterdam?
What day is “pizza day?”
What time does the all night bakery open?
What is a black and tan?
Who sings “Live is Life?”
What time does the hot water start?
How long is siesta at American Express?
How many brands of beer are there in Germany?
Who dropped their passport in the sewer on the first weekend?
Who slept in a fotobooth because he couldn’t find his hotel?
Who got caught jumping out of a first floor window?
How many bed bugs slept with Zach in Paris?
How many post-toga sheets were rejected by Luigi?
How many deadlines did the yearbook staff miss?
After an atomic blast, Eileen Garvey grows to the size of the chapel.

Joan Traci
“What? Stay for the year?”

Felicitas Camacho
Arrested for credit card abuse

Time? At Loyola? Time means “niente” here. Where else would you spend two hours sitting on a stone ledge and not feel guilty. Time has no real relevance because there is nowhere we have to be ... unless it’s Luigi’s by 11:00, or you’ll be sleeping on dirty sheets, or Mario’s by 12:00, or you’ll have to bum a thousand lire, and, of course, Maria’s by 4:00, or you’ll be dressing up tomorrow.

C’mon! At Loyola, time is bizarre. We have so much time and we so generously lavish it on our friends. We spend hours in Rinaldo’s B.S.ing or scouring the Welch’s Herald, we take walks, doze away siestas, make a two hour journey to mail a letter. Are we time efficient? No! Should we be? Of course not! As much time as we “waste” or as much time as we spend “wasted” it doesn’t matter. Are we ever short of time? Nah! Of course, we never have time to read the chapter(s) until the night before, or to take the bus and metro to catch a train. We never have enough time to wash our underwear or update our journals. Time at Loyola - a strange concept - it’s so precious - so free of duties, time is spent with special people, it goes by so quickly! We have adapted the Italian concept of time (Domani, Domani) and why not? After all, it’s such a short time to be here!

Carolyn Becic

Michelle Bufano flirts with the photographer
TRAVEL — WHAT TIME DOES OUR TRAIN LEAVE?

Things to do -
Places to see
74 - Get a Eurocard
75 - And a Tan
76 - What Reservations?
77 - Oktoberfest
80 - October Break - Greek Pound ?
82 - Shopping - Firenze - Art
84 - School Ski Trip - Deposit
86 - Venezia & Carnival - Geneva Talks
87 - Spring Break?
Spain vs. Russia
88 - ... And the Rest of Europe

Stuff:
- Toothbrush
- Clothes - Hat - Wears
- Sun Glasses - Aspirin
- Camera - Film
- Walkman - Tapes - Book?
- Eurocard Passes
- Cash - Cards
- Towel
- Pencil
- Pen
- Note
- Map
- R
"CHANGES IN LATITUDES..."

Frank Capovilla
Anything for a picture

Zach Williams
"The best little whorehouse in Texas"

Chris McDonald
"I've been a good boy this year, Santa. I'd like..."

Fred Duffy
"Only mad dogs and Englishmen go out in the noon day sun"

Matt Graham
"This is udderly ridiculous"
Reading departure signs in some big airport
reminds me of the places I’ve been
Visions of good times that brought so much pleasure
makes me want to go back again.
If it suddenly ended tomorrow
I could somehow adjust to the fall
Good times and riches and son-of-a-bitches
I’ve seen more than I can recall.

These changes in latitudes, changes in attitudes
nothing remains quite the same
Through all of the islands and all of the highlands
if we couldn’t laugh we would all go insane.

Travelling with Silva; an experience!
CHANGES IN ATTITUDES

Beth Comstock
Greetings from Interlaken

Pete, Giuseppe, and Joan
"They went thatta way!"

Rebecca Glick, Brad Tribble, and Mike Elam
Innocents Abroad!
I think about Paris when I’m high on red wine
I wish I could jump on a plane
So many nights I just dream of the ocean
God, I wish I was sailing again
Oh, yesterdays over my shoulder
so I can’t look back for too long
There’s just too much to see waiting in front of me
and I know that I just can’t go wrong

With these changes in latitudes, changes in attitudes
nothing remains quite the same
With all of my running and all of my cunning
If we couldn’t laugh we would all go insane

- Jimmy Buffett -

Swatch Out!
TRAVELING BY TRAIN

It all begins at Termini

Maria Taddeucci and Liz Tinsman
*Their first train trip?*

Wine, women, and Sean!

Mike Stephen, Erin Flanagan, Kathy von Maussenhausen, Mike Jortberg, Michelle St. Romain, Annie Schmitz, Soave Bolla and Chianti.

Fun in the compartment!
Lex Calfo and his pearly whites!

Sally Scherber, Mary Clarizio, Liz Tinsman, Terry Harney, Karen Manske, and Maria Taddeucci

“That’s O.K., I don’t need a glass.”

Another Pensione Party

Bill Bunker, John Larkin, and Tim Desmond

“Let’s Go boys, we’ve got the key to the city.”

John King, Chrissy Schaff, Mary Schuld, Lex Calfo and Brian Jackson

Painting the Pink Palace red!
MÜNCHEN — OKTOBERFEST

PROST!

Dave Lynch
"Life is Life"

Smoochin’ in München!

Tony and Frank lend a helping hand
The Olympic pyramid team from Loyola

Angela Cappai and Kathy von Massenhausen

Megan Murphy, Kathy Tempestiti, and Christy Ostrander

The girls at Oktoberfest

"Holding their own!"

The girls do Munich

Sharon Conway

"Kiss me you fool!"
Kevin Haverty, Tim McNeely, and Donald Wagoner

Corina Carusi, Julie Thompson, and Diana Mackevicius

Teri Trainer, Alice Walsh, Shari Duval, Kelly Werhane, Anna Huelman

Julie Alexander, Maria Cimato, Maria Martinez De Velasco and Sue Saunders

Stella Chrobak, Lisa Anzalone, Rosemary Dwyer, Loretta Toliusis and Diane Janecek

I should like to spend the whole of my life travelling abroad, if I could anywhere borrow another life to spend afterwards at home.

William Hazlett

Maureen Case, Bob Zima, and Kristina Bauer

"I think we lost count after 600"
“Don’t worry - It’s just a little turbulence”

A Dave, a Doc, and a Dear ol’ Father

Amy Hubbell, Maria Cimato, Julie Alexander, Maureen Nagel and Cecilia Allevato

THE GREECE TRIP

Alice Walsh, Teresita Morales, Anne Schleicher, Felicitas Camacho and Lorelie Villarete

Sheri Stonier and Barbara Cataneo

Karen Dozier and Lynn Gottenbos “Just a couple of nuts”
The Roman-Grecos

Mario Perales finds his roots

Laura Cross, Ruth Westley, Megan Murphy, Maureen Nagel and Julie Alexander
Blocking a good shot of the Parthenon

Dr. Nicholson and Joel Cabrera
"I don't think there is a jewelry shop within miles, Joel."

The Greece Monkeys

Dan Robinson finds his roots
FLORENCE:
OUR SECOND CITY

Il Duomo

Steve Dunphy
Now that's a terrorist threat!

Perfection by Michelangelo

Heidi Meyers, Kristina Sofiakis, Sofia Karageorgis, and Rebecca Tyke
The credit card club

You’re not supposed to enjoy it, Theresa

Anne, Mary Kate, Alice and Peggy Brandt
I'll take one of each

The Market in Florence

Joe Malloy, Kevin Barry, Brian Garvey, Mike Murdock
and four dead soldiers

Irene Donnell, Katie Zbinden, Laura Roth, Amanda Wall, Brendan Stephens, Patty Reynolds and Tom Mihelic
Alla Cena

Nick Dwyer

Beth Passerello and Lisa Brewer
Taking a shopping break

Bella Firenze
The name is Bond - Thom Bond

Tom Grace guides lost couple out of canyon

Mike Stephen - Out of Control!

Glen, Mary, Mary, and Mike as the Fonz

Kahlua and Cream, Mike Cornett's Dream

"Paul, I'll never find my dentures in all this snow!"
Mike Cornett, Jim Hinkamp, Brendan Stephens and Matt Connelly

Alice Walsh, Mary Brehm, and Sue Bennett

Anne Marie Moe, Liza Pilch, and Kathy Engel

Angela Vucic and Bobbi Taylor
"You go first!"

A party with their blind friend Mandy

Joanna Stewart
CARNIVALE

Super Pope
Here he comes to save the day!

CARNIVALE Lesson
Never drink before applying your make-up

GENEVA
THE SUMMIT TALKS

Good Morning Switzerland

Carnivale Chic!

Excuse me, Mr. President?
Which one of these innocent looking tourists is really a KGB agent?

Springbreak in Leningrad

Kelan Vorbach, John Paragano, and Joel Cabrera
and Russia was never the same again

Chris Silva and John Larkin
Dorkies in Gorky

THE RUSSIA TRIP

We're here to see Gorbachev

The use of travel is to regulate imagination by reality, and, instead of thinking how things may be, to see them as they are.

- Samuel Johnson -

Comrad Manning takes on the Russians
Alicia Bermes
"Is this thing loaded?"

Nadine Kulma... on location

Vince D'Amico and Joann Patras
_Hugable Buddies_

Tim Sassen in a parallel universe
Joanna Stewart and Tony Lopez
*Formaggio*

Julie Kress and Donna Mignacca
"Look at the size of that pretzel!"

Liz Tinsman and Sue Saunders
Suzy Chapsticks

Mary Lenihan and body guards

Zach gets back at the pigeons

Pete McQuinn
*Rebel with a cause*
Chris and Kelly in their pre-prom pose

Michelle Zlogar
*The only use for a swiss army knife*

Mike Murdock and John Park
*Takin' it easy*

Nicole Bubalo
*"Hey Dudes"*

Frank Ierulli and Dave Mortazavi
*Tall for a day!*

Catherine Lyczko

Dawn Bowman, Chris Cothard, and Elisa dell'Amico
John Paragano and Kristina Arriaga
A Black Tie Affair

Ann Gibson and Bridget Kliederer

You can dress them up and take them our!

Dave Orcutt and Beth Barney
Davie on the spot

Mandy Eckert taking a bow

Lynelle Madden and Kristin Shea

Kristina Sofiakis and Connie Kakavas
The Greek Connection
YEAROOK PATRONS

Dr. and Mrs. F. U. Altan
Mr. and Mrs. Julio C. Arriaga
Mr. and Mrs. James Barton
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Bennett
Dr. and Mrs. Edward Bermeo
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Birnberg
Carolyn M. Bowman
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Brannen
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Bruni
Mr. and Mrs. James V. Clarizio
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Frawley
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Garvey
Mr. Jerome D. Girard
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Givvin
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Higgins, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Hinkamp, Sr.
Carol D. Jacob
Mr. and Mrs. Marcel Janeczek
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Jennings
Dr. and Mrs. James E. Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Jortberg
Mr. and Mrs. K. Frederick Kleiderer
Mr. and Mrs. Harold A. Koojoolian
Mr. and Mrs. Felix J. Lyczko
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Mackevicius
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas G. Malloy
Mr. and Mrs. William McDonald
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. McNeely
Mrs. Anne C. Moe
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Monroe, Jr.
Mary Moreno
Mr. and Mrs. Walter D. O'Brien
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald J. Orcutt
Mr. and Mrs. James J. Plate
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Radcliffe
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Ranck
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rattenbury
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Roth
Mr. and Mrs. David Saliba
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Schmitz
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sheridan
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Sinnott, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Stewart
Mr. and Mrs. John 'Taddeucci
Mr. and Mrs. James B. Taylor
Dr. and Mrs. David Tribble
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tyke
Mr. and Mrs. David Wilke, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. James Young
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Zima

Accommodations From
50 to 1,200 Persons

THATCHER WOODS
8301 W. BELMONT AVE 
RIVER GROVE, IL 60171

Your Hosts: The KAKAVAS Family
Bill, Mary, Peter and Connie

Compliments of
Mr. and Mrs. Gerard F. Grace
You want it WHEN???. The yearbook staff is proud to report that we missed only five deadlines in a span of two months. I had never even worked on a yearbook, let alone been the editor of one. As the deadlines sailed by, and my anxiety increased, my staff members assured me that missed deadlines are a hallmark of the LURC yearbook crew. Why did I do it? A resume filler? A substitute for neglected homework? Or maybe a sympathy getting device? All and none of these reasons. I didn’t know what I was getting into! But it has been a welcome challenge, a fun project, and, yes, sometimes a pain.

Many a rainy afternoon was spent sifting through photos. Once it started getting sunny and a tan was at stake, it’s amazing how quickly it was completed. Our thanks to Mr. Felice and the printer for their patience and understanding. Thanks to these people we have a yearbook that hopefully captures part of what you experienced here at the Loyola Rome Center. Fr. Nash, who generously let us clutter up his office, steal his yellow cards, and who proof-read the copy. Bunny Miller, Michelle Imhof, and Mary Jo Schuld who typed at all hours, found quotes, and lent their judgement. Thorn Bond and Pete Rodriguez - honorary members of the staff - for their talent at coming up with funny captions. Ken Kay added the other captions, critiqued copy, bought munchies, and helped put it all together. Giacomo, the experienced member, outlined the organization, provided consistency, selected photos, and worked hard on the layout. Daniel McAnally, despite a few extraneous pictures of Connie, did a good job as photographer along with Les Santos, Kelan Vorback, Ken Kay, and Mark Connelly. Kelly Taylor did a great job on the cover. My thanks to people who gave their pictures or wrote copy. I apologize that not everything submitted or commissioned was included. If you don’t find our captions as funny as we did at 3:00 am, find a black marker - and I’ll buy ya a beer at the reunion.

- Chow -